
 Citizen Resolution # 720320 
 (For Hearing Officer completion) 

Increase in foothold jawspread for water sets to 
nine inches.   

Currently the maximum allowable jawspread for foothold traps used in water sets 
for beaver and otter is eight inches.  There are other traps available to trappers 
that have larger jawspreads. The TS85, Bridger Brawn #9, Sleepy Creek #5, K.O. 
Extreme, as well as others no longer produced that have jawspreads over 8 
inches, none of which are over nine inches. Trappers in many other states are 
allowed to use these traps if they wish to, and the larger jawspread is a help in 
trapping these animals due to the size of the hind foot on a beaver and the tenacity 
of otter. I like having choices in the traps I use and would welcome the opportunity 
to utilize another trap, as would many other trappers.  Another tool in the toolbox 
is a good thing. 

BE IT RESOLVED, that the allowable water set foothold jawspread be increased 
from eight inches to nine inches, and the Conservation Congress work with the 
legislators to make that change. 

Rocky Bolder 
10925 Smokey Hill Rd 
Milladore, WI 54454 
715-323-5610
Bolder6@tds.net
Wood County

Signature:____________________________ 

Resolutions introduced at each Spring Hearing are public documents under Wisconsin's Open Records law [ss. 19.31 -19.39, Wis. 
Stats.] and will be posted online for the public to review. Any personally identifiable information will be available to the public but will 
only be used by the Department for administrative purposes. 

Please print your resolution on 8 ½ X 11 white paper (one-sided) and provide the WCC County Chair with TWO 
COPIES at the spring hearing. Only the individual author or designated representative may present the resolution. The 
author or designated representative must be present at the time the resolution is introduced. No more than two resolutions 
may be introduced by any person during the Congress portion of the spring hearings. 

Contact one of your local WCC delegates with questions or for assistance with writing your resolution. 
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